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ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of the world-wide web poses unprecedented scaling challenges for
general-purpose crawlers and search engines. A focused crawler aims at selectively seek
out pages that are relevant to a pre-defined set of topics. Besides specifying topics by some
keywords, it is customary also to use some exemplary documents to compute the similarity
of a given web document to the topic. In this paper we present a method for finding out the
most relevant document for the given set of keyword by using the method of similarity
measure of jaccard coefficient. We use genetic algorithm to show that the average
similarity of documents to the query increases when initial set of keyword is expanded by
some new keywords. The similarity coefficient for a set of documents retrieved for a given
query from google

are find out then average relevancy is calculated. The query is

expanded with new keywords and we show that average relevancy for this new set of
documents increases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of the World-Wide Web poses unprecedented scaling challenges for
general-purpose crawlers and search engines. The first generation of crawlers on which
most of the web search engines are based rely heavily on traditional graph algorithms, such
as breadth-first or depth-first traversal, to index the web. A core set of URLs are used as a
seed set, and the algorithm recursively follows hyperlinks down to other documents.
Document content is paid little heed, since the ultimate goal of the crawl is to cover the
whole Web [1]. The motivation for focused crawler comes from the poor performance of
general-purpose search engines, which depend on the results of generic Web crawlers. So,
focused crawler aim to search and retrieve only the subset of the world-wide web that
pertains to a specific topic of relevance. Focused crawling search algorithm is a key
technology of focused crawler which directly affects the search quality.

The ideal focused crawler retrieves the maximal set of relevant pages while simultaneously
traversing the minimal number of irrelevant documents on the web. Compare to the
standard web search engines, focused crawler yield good recall as well as good precision
by restricting themselves to a limited domain [2].

Focused crawlers look for a subject, usually a set of keywords dictated by search engine, as
they traverse web pages. Instead of extracting so many documents from the web without
any priority, a focused crawler follows the most appropriate links, leading to retrieval of
more relevant pages and greater saves in resources. They usually use a best-first search
method called the crawling strategy to determine which hyperlink to follow next. Better
crawling strategies result in higher precision of retrieval.

2. GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic Algorithms [6] are based on the principle of heredity and evolution which claims
“in each generation the stronger individual survives and the weaker dies”. Therefore, each
new generation would contain stronger (fitter) individuals in contrast to its ancestors. In a
typical Genetic Algorithm problem, the search space is usually represented as a number of
individuals called chromosomes which make the initial population and the goal is to obtain
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a set of qualified chromosomes after some generations. The quality of a chromosome is
measured by a fitness function (Jaccard in our experiment). Each generation produces new
children by applying genetic crossover and mutation operators. Usually, the process ends
while two consecutive generations do not produce a significant fitness improvement or
terminates after producing a certain number of new generations.

3. THE VECTOR SPACE DOCUMENT MODEL[7]
In the vector space model, we are given a collection of documents and a query. The goal of
the query is to retrieve relevant documents out of the collection. In this model, both the
documents and the query are represented as vectors.

Once we have document and query vectors, the process of retrieving relevant documents is
to compare two vectors together. Given the following terminology, we can compare vectors
in several different ways:
Given vectors :
X=(x1,x2,…, xt) and
Y=(y1, y2,…,yt)
Where:
xi - weight of term i in the document and
yi - weight of term i in the query
Additionally, for binary weights, let:
|X| = number of 1s in the document and
|Y| = number of 1s in query
The following are some methods for comparing vectors:
Figure 1: various similarity coefficients
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From the above we have used jaccard similarity coefficient for comparing document and
query vector.

4. EXPERIMENT WORK AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In our experiment we have selected few queries initially and retrieved first 1o documents
from the Google search engine. This we have done for generating chromosomes and
extracts the keyword
with the highest frequency from each of these pages. These keywords are arranged in the
same order as their
associated documents were downloaded in an array with n elements which is chromosome
length. The length of chromosome is a matter of choice and depends upon number of
keywords collectively from the 10 documents. We have chosen chromosome length to be
of 21.

Average relevancy of each set of document for a single query was calculated using jaccard
quotient as fitness function and applying the selection, crossover and mutation operation.
We have selected roulette function for selection of fittest chromosomes after each
generation.

Here dj is the any document and dq is query document. Both are represented as vector of n
terms. For each term appearing in the query if appears in any of the 10 documents in the set
a 1 was put at that position else 0 was put.
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After finding average relevancy for a set of documents for a single query the same query
was extended using one or two new keywords that was mostly found in almost all of the
downloaded pages. The results were quite promising and are presented below:

1. Probability of crossover Pc=0.8
2. Probability of mutation Pm=0.01

Table 1: Average relevancy using jaccard coefficient

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
We have conducted several experiments using number of initial keyword as shown above
in the table. But we selected only the first 10 pages out of the google search result. This can
be extended for 30-50 pages for a precise calculation of efficiency. Further we have shown
only the result for Pc=0.8 and Pm=0.01. For various values of Pc and Pm results can be
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obtained. In conclusion, although the initial results are encouraging, there is still a long
way to achieve the greatest possible crawling efficiency.

The work can be extended by using other similarity coefficients like dice and cosine and
comparing the result.
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